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Next Meeting

The Bureau View
Saturday, February 17th

8:30-9:00 Registration
9:00-12:00 Meeting

1:15-4:15 MasterTrac

Hilton Dallas Park Cities
5954 Luther Lane
Dallas, TX 75225

Phone: 214-368-0400

Value Pass Members: 
RSVP only online
Buy A ValuePass

Pre-Registered Members/ 
Associates: 

$35 by Thursday before meeting
Register Now

Walk-in Members/ Associates:
$45

Pre-Registered Guests: 
$50 by Thursday before meeting

Register Now
Walk-in Guests: $55 

More Info

2006-2007 Calendar 

February 17 The Bureau View
February 17 MasterTrac

March 10 Michael Grinder
March 10 MasterTrac

March 11-12 Michael Grinder 
Workshop

April 14 Tom Stoyan
April 14 MasterTrac

May 12 Lenora Billings-Harris
May 12 MasterTrac

June 9 TBA 
June 9 MasterTrac 

NSA/NT Leadership 
2006-2007

President
Sally Baskey

sally@sallybaskey.com

President-Elect
Carlos Sanchez

cs@leaderswithoutborders.com
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You are receiving this e-mail newsletter from National Speakers Association of 
North Texas because you requested it. To cancel or modify your subscription, see 
the instructions at the bottom of this message. To subscribe, send an email to 
nsantspeaker@madcrouch.com and write subscribe in the subject line.

President's Message

We are already three weeks into the New Year 
and we are all mindful of staying on track with 
our new year's resolutions or celebrating the 
fact that we didn't make any! I committed
some goals to paper and I'm going to try to 
achieve them. One of my goals is to take what
we learn from NSA and implement it rather 
than bring it home and put it on a shelf. I
learned some valuable insights from Mark 
LeBlanc to start the year off right by knowing 
my "speaker DNA".

We have so many ways to learn in NSA. Of
course we have our monthly meetings, but we have Voices of 
Experience and our new Speaker Magazine, as well as the many 
workshops and labs that NSA offers. I urge you to attend the Denver
workshop Feb. 9-11. One of the most valuable resources we have is
each other. By networking at our meetings we have opportunities to
tap into years of experience and knowledge that you can't get 
anywhere else. Please seize the opportunity to meet and talk to other
members, affiliates and guest between meetings as well. We have all
had people that have helped us and we all need to live the "Spirit of 
Cavett" and give back to each other and our chapter. (Cavett Robert,
CSP, CPAE was the founder of NSA).

You will be hearing more from President Elect, Carlos Sanchez as he 
asks for new leaders to step up and take a leadership role in our 
chapter. I hope you all have a happy, healthy and prosperous 2007.

February 17th monthly meeting: The Bureau 
View

Next Month's Meeting Date Has Changed to February 17th.

Next month's meeting date has changed to February 17th. Don't miss
this fun program "The Bureau View," starring Christa Haberstock of 
International Speaker's Bureau, Julie Homsey of Five Star; Gail Davis 
of Gail Davis and Associates. Learn from three wildly successful
bureaus how to increase booking with bureaus, how to build a positive 
relationship with bureaus, the do's and don'ts with bureaus, and our 
business from their view.

Gail Davis, principal of Gail Davis and 
Associates, spent twenty years on the "other" 
side as a manager of large Corporate Events for 
EDS. She hired numerous speakers direct and
from various bureaus. In 1999, she left EDS to
start her own company. Originally, she 
represented one speaker. Today she works with
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Gary: If not a speaker, then what? Randy: Rock Star or Governor of Texas
Gary: What would he change about his speaking career? Randy: Get serious about being great 
speaker earlier

To market his new book Results Rule, rather than drive people to his website, he drives them to 
Amazon.com or Barnes & Noble. In turn, Barnes & Noble has featured Randy's book on end caps and
on the front table of many of their stores.

Randy distributed his bookmarks to all of us with tips from his book such as:

Tell yourself the truth -value candor and honesty.
Pursue the best over the easiest
Focus your energy to make the main things the main thing
Show the courage of accountability

Mark Leblanc provided us with food for thought about where we are as speakers and where we want to 
be as well as concrete ideas to grow our businesses. First, he summed up the simple reasons people
fail:

Lack of Clarity1.
Lack of Congruency2.
Lack of Consistency3.

To challenge complacency, he raised provocative questions such as, in NSA, are we becoming a 
melting pot of people who don't want to speak? Case in point - One breakout session at the national
conference was, "How to Make Money in Our Pajamas."

"We are speakers," Mark reminded us, "and we belong to the National Speakers Association. We
speak." As speakers, we have habits that can sabotage our marketing efforts. Mark believes we often
have "the arrival" disease - thinking we have arrived; so we don't have to talk to prospects. Or the 
"discovered" disease, or the "Think we are better than we are" disease. We must be talking to people
who can hire us.

Since prospects are the DNA of a speaker's business, Mark challenged us: Talk to one prospect a day,
which means five prospects a week. Over a month's time, that's 20 people. Even twenty people can 
sound daunting, but one a day is manageable. The obvious point is that it adds up-provided we are 
consistent.

He advised that we as speakers can't be all things to all people. It's important to find our market and 
focus our efforts on the kinds of speaking that are most valuable to that market and that are in sync with 
our talents. He stated 7% of any market will pay. We must find that 7% who will pay.

Mark's last idea for us was to develop a Target 25 List. These are a list of people who have crossed our
paths who support us and the work we do. Once again he challenged us: Stay in contact with the Target 
25 every 30 days.

Speaking and Training Pitfalls By Jeff Davidson

Here's a look at some speaker and trainer pitfalls and what you can do to avoid them.

Arriving Without Sufficient Clearance Time

Whether your presentation is across the world, across the country, or across town, increase your 
probability of success by arriving with time to spare. This may require coming in the night before you're
scheduled to present.

By arriving early, you gain a considerable advantage that can often be the make-or-break factor in the 
success of your presentation. You get to settle in, calm down, check out the facilities, walk the room, talk
to people, check out equipment, and arrange things. In doing so, you give yourself the edge over the
trainer who arrives "just in time." These days, with affordable mobile technology, you can be productive
all day long wherever you are, so arrive early!

Waiting for Latecomers 

Depending on what type of session you're offering, often there is discretion as to when
you will formally begin the presentation. Do not penalize those who have come on time
and are ready to have you start as scheduled.

Only in the case where it is readily apparent that the majority of the attendees are 
missing are you justified, perhaps, in delaying the start of a presentation. Otherwise it is
your responsibility to start on time.

Start with a story or an audience warm-up technique. In such cases, the late arrivals do
not miss any of the meat of your session and the punctual arrivals feel satisfied that you began on 
schedule.

Offering Excuses

Perhaps the most pitiful opening a trainer can make in addressing an audience is stating that he or she 
is "just getting over an illness," or is fatigued because of a heavy workload or travel. Attendees do not
care about your personal circumstances on route to your presenting at this particular time - nor should 
they. If you are too ill, exhausted, or stressed to conduct an effective session, alert the meeting planner
as far in advance as possible so that he or she can find a substitute trainer.
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Misinformed speakers may feel that somehow, by issuing an excuse, the presentation should be 
evaluated less strenuously. After all, if you're not at your best mentally or physically, don't you deserve a 
break?

Paradoxically, issuing a lame excuse, particularly at the outset of a session, prompts the audience to 
judge you more critically than otherwise.

Fiddling with A/V Equipment in Mid-Presentation

Once you have begun your training session, it is not the time to determine whether an overhead
projector, slide carousel, LCD panel, or other equipment is in working order. It is extremely
unprofessional to fiddle with the equipment in any way once the presentation has started.

Audience members intuitively, if not actively, sense that they are working with an amateur when you 
steal presentation time to learn how to turn on a piece of equipment, or worse, trouble-shoot it.

As for your A/V materials, people will forgive you for graphics with bad color schemes, corny jokes, or 
inconsistencies. What riles audience members the most is when a presenter uses minuscule fonts
barely readable in the middle of the room, and impossible to discern from the back of the room.

Some trainers apologize in advance saying, "Please forgive me for the clarity of this slide," or "I know 
the print is hard to see, so I will read it for you." These are lame apologies since, presumably, you had
days, weeks, or months to improve the quality of your A-V materials.

Jeff Davidson wrote the "Complete Guide to Public Speaking" and offers a 3-CD album on selling your 
articles/books. www.manwithyourplan.com/CDSeries

The Charbonneau MasterTracSM For Advanced Professional Speaking - 
Part One:
Fees-ability By Dave Lieber

Goodness! It should be interesting to see what happens when Mark LeBlanc
becomes NSA President in San Diego next summer. He challenges some of the 
fundamentals of NSA.

His talk at the North Texas chapter on 13 January, 2007 stressed that we should 
never forget that ours is the National SPEAKERS Association. He carried that theme
further during the afternoon MasterTrac meeting when he called the well-known 
phrase "fee integrity" an oxymoron. NSA members, he said, wave the phrase fee
integrity "like it is a banner and this is the way it has to be."

LeBlanc, who operates SmallBusinessSuccess.com, challenged the basic concept of 
booking speeches and appearances. Many speakers, he said, offer a standard set fee range. For
example:

Keynotes: $1,000
Up to a half-day of seminars and speeches: $1,500
Full day: $2,000

But LeBlanc suggested that speakers ought to use what he called "variables based on time and 
distance" to help set fees. Variables he listed include:

Customization requirements
Type of organization
# of people in audience
# of programs
Gifted books and other tools
Licensing opportunities
Expenses

A fee schedule, he said, is up to the speaker. A speaker must determine the variables through a series 
of questions and answers. "Why not claim these variables in your fee philosophy?" he asked.

For more information on this, LeBlanc invites you to visit MarkLeblance.com. Click on "Presentations" 
and then "Fees."

The Charbonneau MasterTracSM For Advanced Professional Speaking - 
Part Two By Cindy Arledge

What are the components of good story telling? Just ask Dave Lieber.

If you want to maximize the impact on your audience, then learn to become a great storyteller. Even if
they can't remember your name, your audience will remember you and your story.

The ability to tell an engaging story is a learned trait - just like leadership. Dave Lieber demonstrated
both during the afternoon MasterTracSM session where he shared his Formula for Storytelling, Dozen 
Story Tips, AND treated each attendee to a complementary copy of his book, The Dog of my 
Nightmares. I have already devoured my autographed copy. Some stories made me laugh; others
brought tears to my eyes. I especially enjoyed the story of Bob and the Gala. I too, had a Bob, once.




